THE INNER REALITY'S EXPERIENCE:
SPIRIT OF HOLINESS

July 30, 1988
TaPa talks to his children

"Oh, yes, for many are called, few are chosen, many are gifted, so few truly give of that gift, of that self, or in the spirit of that giving. For holiness is now seen as weakness among people, when once it was strength. Purity an abomination, commitment a harsh word."

I am come and have taken upon self once again the task of reincarceration that I might be momentarily near you.

Beloved, as I come forth upon this auspicious occasion, it is in combination that the vibratory emanations blend in a harmonious and unifying element. We see then a complete shielding, and forming within this that that carries to the level of consciousness representative of each individual soul-personality made manifest.

Within the differences and the unique similarities that interconnect and unite all in the character of humanity, we find each a representative of a part and/or portion, a level, a reality, an inner and outer reality of which each has affixed themselves. But when you find in the unique symbology of interpretation that of the true reality, it is beyond then just that of the mind conceiving and lifting in its elementation of consciousness to awareness, and upon that awareness to build unto a consciousness has been expanded to touch with the portions and properties of that that you see real about you.

For reality exists beyond that that man can pattern himself toward, beyond even that that touches in this time, for there are elements of dispensation, there are levels of grace and realities beyond that cannot be measured to which man does not touch in this principle time of importance, but shall at times later. And we find that as we touch in our level of awareness that each is interested in a different facet, a different part and/or portion of that that is transpirant.

To those that seek then the healing of physical body it is given that you touch with this, lifting up the self in preparation, opening the portals and the avenues of chakric systems to allow the entrance. We see then in a time that the opening toward the healing is more than just the supplanted energies that can be transferred from one individual to another, but more cosmically speaking, energies that universally flow. These are directed toward the earth and toward the planing and planet in this time, seeking to build then a foundation upon which can be readied the transference of energies necessary, that if of
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themselves, invoke then recall of pasts that challenge us to be prepared in our historical significance to ready the self to assume in this time in dignity and awareness that reality that is our portion and our part.

Those who see across and, in the clear seeing, realize that there is no distinction between the past and the future save in the moment of realization, call forth saying, "This is my reality." But the reality of other individuals vitally important to them shall not and is not intended necessarily to invoke a realization upon your part.

It is that the emotive heart self, in the awareness of alignment, brings us to the energy base, therein we see that the flow is uninterrupted. And when we challenge ourselves fully, we find that our reality must be the reality in Him. Unto that teacher, unto that specification, unto that way that has proven through time and through periods of past measurement to be that that sufficieth, sustaining and lifting, reincorporating again and again, that knows not death.

What teacher of the past then brings in to the present the dispensation that allows each the ability to touch in experience? Expediency measured, yes; and time of allotment measured, yes; and our way, differed and similar, measured, yes. But what is that that stands above this, the grace, the interceding grace, that which is the property, the part and/or portion, the heritage and birthright of each that is a child of light and illumination?

For when you call upon the forces and the Archangels themselves, then incorporated into the Plan of which you are a part, is the energy itself that lifts and maintains, that makes clear the way. For when it is that we call forth for that from without to intercede, there is that without that intercedes, of course, but there is that within that brings that without closer.

When you see in the mind's eye and incorporate the laws that are intrinsic in nature, when you see the valued and multifaceted exchange of opportunity, when there is the welling up of the creative within you, then you can stand in the test of that moment in the trial. Then you can stand in that day, coming into that morning with a new reality. There is a lie that enwraps the planing, there is a lie that is proffered upon the people, and those that prosper by it come forth unto it again and again, that death shall end, that there is an element of time that is measured, and therein the great change across that dimension, across that void.

But the experience itself is seen and lived, and known upon many, many levels before we step within the transmuting fire of that that is the full play and focus. Yes, there are many paths, Beloved, for which man is privileged, and there are many paths for which spirit is privileged that the soul be edified, that
the soul within man be given the opportunity, be shown the advancement, the
courtesy to realize that this is the gift. The life and the living that flesh would
know ceases and falls away, and in time the rags of flesh are dropped to the feet
that we might mount then that of our furthered pathway.

But how can we as individuals unify in consciousness, in a reality beyond
all of the individual realities, best by understanding the sequence of the clock as
it moves in its dance, variable in its nature, and yet keeping the rhythm and the
flow of all that is indicated. From a Calvinist point of view the predestined
origin of man has served its purpose, for as he mounts the steps of consciousness
and ceases his Godhood, it is finalization and the chapters close as the hands
sweep fast unto themselves.

But I would tell you that the movement of a karmic clock in order shows
that balance is there, and operating not in the novelty of opposites, but in the
proportionate time we come to the dispensations that are given. For the years
and to the wall then we turn, hear the experiences of many of spiritual and soul
quality are ingrained within certain systems that operate of the earth, the dust
and the clay, the stone. And these things that are the building blocks of man that
he sees in construction to be useful and instruments of use.

That which man would build up then are absorptive also, and the records
of time by experience, the things that quicken within the soul-self and vibrate,
emanating and radiating out are absorbed within that of your real world. This is
a reality, and man can touch through his sensitive nature with the past and can
hear the story and can know the meaning above and beyond that is recalled
or remembered, for the things of earth shall dim and shall lose their value. And
yet their story is still there, stamped and ingrained within the molecular structure
of that of which they are comprisant.

And how do we touch with this? As a macrocosmic expression we must
see then the microcosmic elements that are involved. The readable becomes
clear then when experience teaches us that naught of this world passes from us.
It changes and transmutes, it is placed in its proper place and position, and
therein we gather from it. Nothing more solid than the wall here before you is
that that you can take and draw from. Not the lesson that you are learning now,
not the lesson of yesterday, not the lessons of your future, but you can borrow
through expediency the lessons of others by learning to attune. It is that family,
group, and unit consciousness supercedeth then that that has come before, and
how are gauged then, each uniquely differently and yet so same and similar.
The guidance is there proffered about and for each, the guidance is there in the Light. In ancient times the Light touched and did not take, so to speak, and touch again...touch again unto different races that opened their way. The mind through the evolutionary process then prepared to receive, in fertile wise then prepared that the seed of Light would be given. Germination through the mystery of nature therein is placed, and in the process coming into that knowledge.

The time that is past shall serve you again. The time of the future that comes enfolding, lifting, and enwrapping you, inspiring, encouraging, and even promising that the past shall not repeat is that which man brings into his reality. For repetitive is the cycle...repetitive is the cycle. The ebb and the flow, the return. What do we need then besides the experience? If we have prepared ourselves in the proper and correct way, then the multifaceted path opens for us straightforward, that we deal, touch with one another, ministering in testimony, expedient unto the cause. For the field is white unto harvest and the time is readied [John 4:35].

The quickened souls come forth unto their quickening, and that which was and ceases in our forward consciousness relives again, for the lie is therein balanced that we know but a day and then we are taken unto that night of non-awareness. Many forces and many of those in guidance and guardance to you, uniquely individually and collectively, whisper the words of Salem [Heb 7:1-2], peace in the way. And, Beloved, those that seek the Light do so in accord with the peaceful nature of that Spirit that blesses, lifts and baptizes in the appropriate time according to movement, not in the time of man.

In the time of greatest need, greatest awareness, perhaps, we are given then a drink from the chalice. But the baptism comes afforded to preparation, and it is that in the dispensation of the Spirit great lengths of time have passed. In the period of the Spirit wherein the power shall be poured out upon all flesh, then we seek not to see just in the way of the Jew, the neglect or negative element, nor just in the way of the Gentile, that in their opening that their reception would be keener and finer, perhaps a more noble attunement. Ignorance prevaleth for none are chosen apart and called away from all of the others.

It is but the phase and/or the period when the questing of man, as in the nation, as in the people, as in the glorious destiny of humanity that will quicken. Walking faster now and walking faster shall be the future, for the children shall come in their way along in a more speeded up process, seeking and questing, "Where shall the answer be found?" Assimilation of materials, the message and
the purity of the message. Can you hear the message in this time? Is it clear, crystal clear to you that the energies are being aligned?

We are dividing away that that would hold back the mass consciousness. We are calling on demand saying, "Step out of that that is just the encapsulation of the worldly aspect and realize that your destiny calls higher. How shall we prepare? The road is laid out before us, but there is a great chasm across this line, there for us a bridgework...a bridgework intoned in foundations of love, desireth of having the way shown, building upon cables that secure.

The span is great and, man quaking in his hour of little sights, says, "We cannot span the chasm." And yet the creative element of his engineering principle is that if he will but be across that chasm, provisional is that that will allow him that roadway, that shall allow him that expanse covered. For naught is given fully and completely until the eye can see its coming, until the ear can hear the mounting, and the rush of that wind that brings the change and creates then for us the opportunity of our individual and innate opening.

The hour...the hour calleth man by the moment, and I see the clock move from one race unto another. I see it move in the hour of the morning, bringing us unto the noon, therefore shortened in our awareness. But in the brilliance of that sun that we would see His face in the power, that we would know safety within that clift. And when man comes to the true seeing it is that he can look but a spell, but a piece, but a portion. And I shall show you my hind portion, and my back unto you, for as I pass before you I will hide you in the clift of the rock [Ex 33:22] and place my hand over you that you might see.

So much is veiled from the seeing. So much must be accepted in faith, so much...so much and yet so little unto so many. For that faith weakens and we know not where we are sent. We feel secure for a time and then we feel that perhaps a mistake has been made. We are not then strong and strengthened in our position if it must be constantly fed. If edification must be there only unto the flesh, only unto the mind, what of that spirit that guardeth that soul? For in the age of the Spirit the Light will be wielded as a force, protecting and securing. It shall accomplish that that one cannot do, it shall be the army unto man that seeks it in his way.

And there placed the secret doctrines and the testimonies of the past opening before the questing mind, giving the sight and the light of the illuminative glow of expiation of the Spirit through the intellectualization and then through the experience of that soul, shall lift us unto the higher awareness. That higher awareness is that the Spirit descends, it cometh in the symbolic body
of the dove [Luke 3:22]. But that dove is the sacrifice, that dove is the power, and it is the Spirit that toucheth with man. For without it there is naught, and in the land of desolation we look out through the bars of our own prison, we call upon the self to unite, unite and flee away from that that is our bondage.

And yet before us is the land of bondage itself, and lest we pass through that valley you shall not have then the full mountaintop experience. When you seek in the valley to see, you are shown the valley and all that it holds, that peaceful land, that proffered place there positioned that you might know the refreshing element of the oasis in terrain. That you might taste of that water that floweth there from the spring that is eternal, that you might draw from the Father's Well in strength, and be secured unto it [John 4:14].

For the thirst of a man's mind is that that can be quenched if that questing is to the fulfillment. In the cup is the portion, and the first sip of that cup is that that foretells all that it will hold. The dregs must be also consumed, for that at the bottom is as that at the top. The newness to the experience, the sensation of first taste perhaps says that the bottom shall not be the same, but if we drink heartily, fully, if we draw into the self that of the elixir, shall it be given? To know the full portion is to see a little bit farther, to know a little bit more assuredly.

Beloved, my daughters, my sons, question the self, reason beyond a reason. New realities coming into being, but they must be founded upon the reality's inner experience. Outward manifestation to confusion will not lead, nor secure, nor strengthen. Vain the attempt to build only of the mind, for the flesh and the mind there placed to house and to secure the coming experiences, the intrinsic lessons of life, the initiations, universal, solar, cosmic.

Upon the sun of destiny is placed glad assurance. Upon the day and the morrow, wherein the shout of hallelujah is heard, in the heart opening of the way. "Hosannah!" Unto the city of our seeking wherein all is revealed, that revelation clarifies in time. When we draw aside, out of the world of complication, for that moment of special peace, of special attunement, it is in that moment that the will is stripped away and the Divine Will is seen in full operation. Little will of man, hold your place and hold your position. Lift that head in confidence, bestow upon that brow not the sweat only of labor, but of concentration. Open then in the full acknowledgement, there is that that falleth from on high, Light descending unto man, promise, pledge, and destiny, all together in operation. For the dispensation of the Spirit comes in accountability, part and/or portion revealed or hidden away.
But the power of that Spirit cannot be denied, and, Beloved, it operates in the life sequence. In the cycle of our strength it humbles that we be sure of the justification of that strength's maintenance, and how it is wielded, and wherein it strikes to harm that it be changed to heal. And wherein it hits a note of discord in the willful way that all are led unto that we could harmonize it, clarify it, and lift it just a step higher.

Angelic kingdoms open unto man, and unto you, Beloved, each. For you are but a step away, and that which would humiliate and would tear down, that through its argument of deception would cause man to see in the creative expression the low aspect of evolution, the animalism that is attached, drawing man down just to the very basics of awareness is that lie that holds so many this night.

But an answer cometh, for when you come into your own, when you establish the kingdom in operation within the system of your being, it will not only be physical, it will be mental and spiritual. And when alignment is made then clarity is organized. The Light then that shown in times past is intensified, for Light does not escape the planing, it does not escape the cosmic expression, and the universal entrance of that Light that stuns in the moment, secures in the next.

Unto many volumes, unto many words that die out of the air even as they are spoken so much is attributed. Unto the many techniques, teachers...teachers know that you are teaching more than you know. For when you reach out you are being reached out to, and therein there is a sufficiency according to that order that you are fulfilling. Teachers...teachers listen to that call, listen to that word, know and realize that as you go forth you are drawing into a focus also. The life that cannot be seen to operate in union and unison with the higher forces, what is that teaching? The life that can be altered so drastically and dramatically by the weaknesses that are claimed, what is that teaching? And who is it teaching the lesson to?

For there is more than just exemplification, there is that word of power that must be passed. Into the deafened ear one word of that power heals, and the hearing is restored. Unto the eye that is clouded, one glimpse inside of home gate gives new vision unto that eye. That harp that is broken, a care and concern that carries the burden of many others and that burden of self, carrying too long may seem oppressive, but it can be lifted. Call out that that that has secured you would secure again.
I see that in the hands instruments of toil and labor are often placed, but into that hand that opens, asking, reception is there. Is it that needful for any reason that a host would circurn, and in circling come forth strengthening? Then it is here. It is not that which one man would say, it is not that which one man would know, nor is it that which one man would do unto the Great Work, but that his laurel rests where he has associated and united in the Great Cosmic Plan.

Should this be temporary? How long shall we tarry in waiting? There are those that across the very millennia of time have waited in patience that is not mortal but immortal, for you and yours. Not to teach you the mortality factor, but the immortal truth of continuance. Continuums of time enwrapped do not allow them to ensnare, for the message shall be heard and the word shall be given. The secret word of the past as the chelic one, or shall it be the strong word of the present? The secrets of the past are available, exoterically given now. All you have to do is touch with them and listen.

The symbols that once hid and protected open unto you. There is much to do, much to see and much to know, to be and become. And though we take but a short time to come together, how important. There are not those that give word unto tongue, the mind delivers not just that absolute to be said, but the heart knows. Those that have found the balm of Gilead [Jer 8:22], those that have known the healing of nations, those that have seen the times of disarray that restructuring clarifieth, building foundation upon foundation.

Let me tell you, Beloved, from nature itself the instruments of building in the hands of man allows him the Divine right to issue up and give forth that of stabilizing unto the planet and the planing. The lords of destruction prepareth the way anew time and time again, but the builders come. I would be a builder, to lift stone upon stone, and I would place there in that structure part of the I AM of this moment, the Divine Plan and the plan with which each touches.

In the age of the Spirit many have sought to buy their way. Many have sought to deceive the self and step into a position, and therein be given the credence and credibility that that position, that title holds. Shall we remember them tomorrow? Shall we recall them in fond memory that which failed us in the past? Or shall we wait till the voice of the prophet speaks to the heart and the mind?

Stand up, my son, for there is that that cometh assuredly unto you. And though you be the least you will have the anointing and the blessing of the Father. When in the smallness of ourself we are blessed then, great and mighty is that that takes its stand with us. You have but to see that as the Spirit came, it
enabled man his conjunction with his destiny. And in the river of Jordan, there in the river floweth that of the Spirit. Man stepping into it prepares to receive in baptism [Mark 1:5], and unto this that was outcast and unacceptable even in the finer hall, that not unto the supping was drawn, but beside the street and outside the palace, and in the flow of humanity of that hour cried prophetically the utterance esteemed as warning.

What warning is any greater than that you know, that lest we walk the narrow path, the thorns and the thistles that are given also might lead a way? As we try to avoid that placed in our way without understanding why it is there, we might be waylaid. We might find that that assaileth shall fall upon us, and in a time of our weakness only the promise that One will come to lift you up, pressing to the lips that of the medicine of that moment. Securing and swaddling the cut and the bruise, the hurt, to place us then again upon that path, willing to walk with us a part and/or a portion of the way. Not the part and the portion therein that you believe you need someone with you, but far beyond it, after you have failed and ceased to recognize how long that way has been, how long with you that Companion.

That which is of the flesh is ruled by the flesh [John 3:6]. When you step beyond it to see the true intent, the power of the Presence of that Spirit, it ceases to be then just the activity of a spirit, just the activity of the Spirit, and becomes then that which is holy for it abideth even as the Comforter unto you [John 14:16]. If you will ask it shall be given, if you will but seek ye shall find, if you will but call for it into the life, there in that moment it comes. Steal away, Beloved, steal away from the others, and call upon this Force, this Power, this Spirit of Holiness [Rom 1:4], and know it then in that moment. For it shall be all things unto you.

How can it be controlled? It cannot be, for it controls. It makes the life anew, it changes that which was important yesterday and gives new sight, new way, new eyes, alway... alway.

You are right, my daughter, the north is given as a symbol of that that stands toward which the land is fed and the people therein are fed also. As the energies move it is from south to north, polarization makes it so and such. And feeding out in the delta is the strength of that river. I see that many cannot understand the way and the justification for being different or uniquely so. That which is all important to someone else may prove but of little significance to you. But that which is important unto all and unto each is provisionally there offered also.
Pick up the word of the past, make it a part of your word of the present, for there is power in the spoken word, and there is power awaiting each. There is a securing of peace, and yet in conflict where is that Salem, that peace [Heb 7:1-2]? Wise king of yesterday come forth, turn not the face then unto the wall in pleading. Foolish one only to the incidental, but call for the host that is promised to step into your reality to show, to teach, to instruct, to guide, to point the way and secure for you an alignment. One promise after another fulfilled ceases not to be the promise but becomes the all knowing touching with you.

We know not what tomorrow hides, if sun or rain of good or ill. And yet unto this each comes...each comes with preparation or nihility of preparation. And I tell you that all within this place this night are blessed with minds that can operate and communicate, that function and move, that verify to the body, and the feeling of that flesh and within it verification as we lift higher and higher and higher. No one place, no one man, no one principle but this, that ye love one another [John 13:34].

That you look not with harsh eye, for and across facts that might be placed, until discernment is there evidenced, feel your way along. Do not speak sharp and/or harsh, though it be a part of you, realize that there is that which can lift quicker the soft word. Of all the voices that might be used and/or duplicated, tones of these voices, and the tongues of the many, the still, small voice speaks most loudly. It gives the greatest word, it speaks life, it speaks living, that you shall know no death, only change, for this is that that is the life stripped of all its grandiose elements, laid bare unto the truth in the Light that shineth. It is but stepping away.

Call for the verification that you want and desire and need. Open the self in prayer and in meditation. Prepared as you are in this moment, receive that which you can. I see the sons of men coming against, fighting against, warring against in the struggle of self, that which would give them peace. I see, Beloved, that many that have walked the way in faith and that have come forth in sacrifice, and that have tended the fires at the altars shall in the moment of their awareness be secured unto themselves.

But the eye of that that must seemingly transgress to learn shall not see that the altar is tended, shall not know the sacrifice but run and flee from it, and makes in its keeping the way more dismal. Find a shore that is dangerous, a rocky crag, a shoal, or that that is hidden upon which the ship of a man might be damaged, and know the depths of that water. Find the darkest area of the shoreline, find the bay of fiercest storm, highest tempest, greatest danger, and
build the lighthouse there. Find a life that needs the Light and share the Light there also.

The answer that was not there before might be placed there for you today. In a tomorrow given it will be there. When you know it and you believe it, you become it. And there is work for all to do. Why would one such as I speak a word of such strange and unique quality? To confuse? No. Confound? I think not. But to confirm? Oh, yes, for many are called, few are chosen [Mat 22:14], many are gifted, so few truly give of that gift, of that self, or in the spirit of that giving. For holiness is now seen as weakness among people, when once it was strength. Purity an abomination, commitment a harsh word.

But in the focus of Light, time honored from realms where time means absolutely nothing, the strengthening blocks of building in the character toward the expiation of the soul-self, shall the spirit in its flight travel far beyond the bounds and limitations that others create. You are free...you are free, your choices will for otherwise free to make. What holds? Not fear. What holds? Not pain. What holds? The love that opens to understanding and wisdom. Not the love for which the poet is led, but the love that inspireth the prophet. The Infinite Love, the Universal Harmony, the Absolute Wisdom is for you.

Shall I come then unto a teaching, or unto a teacher? And how long shall I tarry there? Shall it be the experience of limited opportunity, or long and tedious the hours? It shall be afforded proportionately that you know.

Student: What can I expect within the next six months? Please give me advice.

TaPa: Child that would ask this, speak unto me that I hear your tone. By word, by name, let me hear the tone.

I see a new beginning, one not begun in insecurity or only in the fervor of possibility, but upon foundations real and concrete. Leaming the lessons, bringing to the point where you shall acknowledge your own strengths and your own potential, and others through their eye shall exercise their seeing of these same. I find that the wind blows in many directions, and if we stand to the center we shall be buffeted by all. But step aside and realize that the time for many involvements has passed and the involvement with that which you desire to bring into fruition and the needful associations around this, are to be strengthened and secured.

I see you, Beloved, coming unto preparation for others, with your hand and with your heart preparing. I find that in the upper room there placed
quietness, in coolness and in diminished light a strength shall flow through you, shall flow. Watch the words and allow these words to indicate the deeds that can be performed of the future, beginning in the present. You are building that which shall secure for you that needed and desired.

I see one coming forth from the water that shall touch at distant points others, and the movement shall be beyond six months as you measure it. I see movement occurring at intervals, and circle the date of the seventeenth and the eighteenth. When the power is upon you, and you will know when it is present, make your contacts. Do not share any weakness or anything less than strength with those that you touch in that time.

In the home of another, when you would keep quiet, speak, for you are speaking in innocence of profound feelings of integrity. That which you know, they cannot see, thus you bless that house by the word, by the testimony, and by the truth that is secured as you know it, as you see it through your eyes. And the heart will wrap around. You will see others look in amazement, but you will know that you have served there. Within the time you will notice the quickening of the spirit. The word annuity...place idea in proposal, lay it before them in word of mind, then be readied for paper.

Student: Can you tell Dees what happened to her two weeks ago on a Saturday evening after leaving the session?

TaPa: There is one named and nameless, and several that would commune with you for a moment. But under duress the communing is not to the conscious level of the mind. The communing is not fast and quickened in that state. Beloved, in the moment of spiritual presence all faculties need to be controlled for they are excited to be made use of for communicative flow. Not in symbolism, but in reality. Listen, you are strengthened by concern of others, by word of others, and by their focussing for and with you in explanation. But you will strengthen others more profoundly and to advantage. Do not speak of limits, but speak of many, many experiences.

When the power is with you, as was it in that time, you are vibrating higher, the rate higher, and the mind divides itself off at a certain point, allowing continued action, reflex action, and even a following through. But you cannot expect the integration of all to be exemplified in the conscious level of the mind. Guides transferring energy, testing in pre-preparation. Find that that seeks counsel, that has the need, and as the Spirit abides with the children, so in that time shall Spirit be with you, and know that then you serve by taking leave, that through you might flow the message. The ferry is involved in the going across,
the ferry has hours of appointment and times of appointment for the crossing, but the crossing is governed by the powers at Powers Ferry, placing you there beside the river.

Student: What does "caught in flesh" mean?

TaPa: I do not know the flow or significance of the flow of word. To be caught in flesh means incarcerate activity in body vessel and/or vehicle. The flesh is also a level of awareness, insensitivity, and also indicates a level of consciousness if attunement is made only to the flesh. It will by the way it is utilized then indicate to the seeker, in this aspect, what level is being touched. There is that that can hold the mind away from the flesh, and there is that that can hold the spirit and soul-self away from the flesh. To be caught in the flesh means that you are caught unto the world you are trapped unto the world, and shall maneuver and make your movements according to the tide of the world's emotive self rather than the emotive self of identity, consciousness of the higher and Christie association. The crucible divideth the flesh from the spirit, and the mind endureth the knowledge of both.

Student: Would you please advise me on what to expect over the next few months?

TaPa: A small one's needs will not be readily seen or known, for others shall hide away this knowledge for one reason or another. But when you know the angered self repeats out of the past, I come to protect. I shall provide in whatever way. That which is taken in many directions from me shall return just in the same myriad of ways. I hold around my neck the gold and I place within the heart the challenge. I see a stepping away and finalization of that which has been discordant, and has brought ill-harmony into vibration. A need for ministering in word is sufficed of late, and laid there in the proper channel. To give advice is to consent to the sharing, and to share this properly and fully is the full order then of the day, the time and the period in measurement.

I see great activity happening now, but it is overwhelming as it mounts and builds. Energies going in diverse ways, areas, means therein not present, but the means shall be provisional. There is an opening of the way, readying just unto that time promised. Look unto that day and realize also that you are no longer shouldering all of the responsibility. You are not even shouldering the responsibility for many, many others, for they must assume their way.

I hear a call that says, speaking from a distance, Janet, Jeanette or Janet. One suffereth, but more of the mind than to the flesh, but the flesh is corrupting of its own. A maternal influence secures her own without touching full, and
steps farther away. I do not know the significance of this, but water soon upon the morrow, and the flow shall return again and again to the absolutive nature of baptism.

Student: Can you give some direction and guidance for Marge, and also, will she be going to Tacoma, Washington as product manager?

TaPa: I can only give that that I can draw in this moment close. You are listening, my child, to many that rattle, and those that form with their mind by act of the hand, the rattle louder and louder, that which would place a negative image upon the picture of that that struggles hardest to know and to see. Another influence, a clean desk. I do not see a move, I see another position that shall be a combination of many positions already known and touched, and perhaps a new name or title. Two disappointments and then there is much scattered energy going in many different directions and different places and/or points, but the house is secured. I can give no more. Go to the water of truth, go to the place where there is that that proved its place, and of its time made wise the use. Listen, daughter, to the words of other's heart channeled to their lip, those that truly love and truly care, and would say, "Slow, slow."

In this moment, in this time there is movement, movement that enwraps, enfolds, and set the tone within the self high, and the focus is toward clearing that vision that it would realize for you from within to without, and speak that word and give that knowledge, that knowing, for all follows in order and the order is justified. It is that wrought at the touch of a higher, higher hand of involvement. Uniting consciousnesses, the inner weaving of filament and thread into tapestry, the cloth fine and bevied before each as cloth of gold is that against the wintry blast, there placed the nakedness seen no more, and openeth to show also craft, for there in the hand of care has placed, each sided part and/or portion strengthened by the under and hidden.

I would have you, Beloved, to focus just for a moment and call, just for a moment, on that within and without that shall show you to the strengths, that shall place you where you are purposed to be. And the why shall be answered in the heart, and the how shall be made known when the way is there prepared. And there is that comforts and says, "Ever forward...ever forward, in comfort forward, never backwards, never to the side, in the full Presence, in the completing of the cycle." Finalizing purpose and intention, the greater work of art, that touched by man's hand, divinely inspired, and acceptable before the senses of His own. Revered as in no other wise save by the eye that sees at the inception of the hand and the movement of that touch.
Go forth in peace, in light, and in love, Beloved. Not very much accomplished, but something very important begun. Not very much fulfilled, but a lot in the promise felt. Not the ending, but the beginning. Step not away, just be drawn into that place prepared for you.

Go forth, Beloved.